


General Identifiers 

Information 

QUAY Floor Lamp Ø21cm, White 

Nina Bruun Designer
White Colour
2 Colli Size

5706631193030 EAN
5706631193566 Master colli EAN
9405299090 Customs tariff

QUAY Floor Lamp Ø21cm, White Name English
Few things define the style and ambience of a room as the lamps you choose to
illuminate it with. 
Eva Solos series of lamps have been designed to take centre stage and bring light
and elegance to your favourite living spaces.

With their powder-coated and steely outside, their unique and iconic shapes and
their light and warm inside, the lamps create a modern and charismatic statement
where light, form and function come together in perfect trinity.

Quay is inspired by the dome – one of the world’s most iconic shapes, with an
architectural lineage as old as man himself. 

For Quay, Eva Solo used the shape of the dome to create a series of lamps that
naturally attract the eye and complement any room with their light, shape and
functionality.

Quay is a sculptural element on its own, whose natural beauty is only enhanced by
the company of its companions. 

Quay floor lamp comes with an elegant dome-shaped lampshade, a round and
elevated lamp base, a lamp rod, and a practical light switch. The adjustable lamp
shade makes the lamp extra versatile and functional for reading, for spot-light
effects, and floor- and object-lightning. It comes with a 2.5 m long textile cable and
can be used with a max 25W E27 light source. Made from powder-coated steel 

Description English

Steel Material English
Wipe with clean and dry cloth or hard wrung cloth from luke warm water. Avoid any
harsh detergents. Damaged cords must be replaced immediately by authorised
electrician. 

Cleaning and maintenance English

  

 



Dimensions 

General Identifiers 

Information 

6.29 Product weight (kg)
210.00 Product length (mm)
1210.00 Product height (mm)
210.00 Product width (mm)
210.00 Product diameter (mm)
5.20 Packed product weight (kg)
265.00 Packed product length (mm)
1230.00 Packed product height (mm)
265.00 Packed product width (mm)

QUAY Floor Lamp Ø21cm, Black 

Nina Bruun Designer
Black Colour
2 Colli Size

5706631193078 EAN
5706631193573 Master colli EAN
9405299090 Customs tariff

QUAY Floor Lamp Ø21cm, Black Name English
Few things define the style and ambience of a room as the lamps you choose to
illuminate it with. 
Eva Solos series of lamps have been designed to take centre stage and bring light
and elegance to your favourite living spaces.

With their powder-coated and steely outside, their unique and iconic shapes and
their light and warm inside, the lamps create a modern and charismatic statement
where light, form and function come together in perfect trinity.

Quay is inspired by the dome – one of the world’s most iconic shapes, with an
architectural lineage as old as man himself. 

For Quay, Eva Solo used the shape of the dome to create a series of lamps that
naturally attract the eye and complement any room with their light, shape and
functionality.

Description English

  

 



Dimensions 

General Identifiers 

Information 

Quay is a sculptural element on its own, whose natural beauty is only enhanced by
the company of its companions. 

Quay floor lamp comes with an elegant dome-shaped lampshade, a round and
elevated lamp base, a lamp rod, and a practical light switch. The adjustable lamp
shade makes the lamp extra versatile and functional for reading, for spot-light
effects, and floor- and object-lightning. It comes with a 2.5 m long textile cable and
can be used with a max 25W E27 light source. Made from powder-coated steel 
Steel Material English
Wipe with clean and dry cloth or hard wrung cloth from luke warm water. Avoid any
harsh detergents. Damaged cords must be replaced immediately by authorised
electrician. 

Cleaning and maintenance English

6.29 Product weight (kg)
210.00 Product length (mm)
1210.00 Product height (mm)
210.00 Product width (mm)
210.00 Product diameter (mm)
2.00 Packed product weight (kg)
265.00 Packed product length (mm)
1230.00 Packed product height (mm)
265.00 Packed product width (mm)

QUAY Floor Lamp Ø21cm, Stone 

Nina Bruun Designer
Stone Colour
2 Colli Size

5706631193108 EAN
5706631193580 Master colli EAN
9405299090 Customs tariff

QUAY Floor Lamp Ø21cm, Stone Name English

  

 



Dimensions 

Few things define the style and ambience of a room as the lamps you choose to
illuminate it with. 
Eva Solos series of lamps have been designed to take centre stage and bring light
and elegance to your favourite living spaces.

With their powder-coated and steely outside, their unique and iconic shapes and
their light and warm inside, the lamps create a modern and charismatic statement
where light, form and function come together in perfect trinity.

Quay is inspired by the dome – one of the world’s most iconic shapes, with an
architectural lineage as old as man himself. 

For Quay, Eva Solo used the shape of the dome to create a series of lamps that
naturally attract the eye and complement any room with their light, shape and
functionality.

Quay is a sculptural element on its own, whose natural beauty is only enhanced by
the company of its companions. 

Quay floor lamp comes with an elegant dome-shaped lampshade, a round and
elevated lamp base, a lamp rod, and a practical light switch. The adjustable lamp
shade makes the lamp extra versatile and functional for reading, for spot-light
effects, and floor- and object-lightning. It comes with a 2.5 m long textile cable and
can be used with a max 25W E27 light source. Made from powder-coated steel 

Description English

Steel Material English
Wipe with clean and dry cloth or hard wrung cloth from luke warm water. Avoid any
harsh detergents. Damaged cords must be replaced immediately by authorised
electrician. 

Cleaning and maintenance English

6.29 Product weight (kg)
210.00 Product length (mm)
1210.00 Product height (mm)
210.00 Product width (mm)
210.00 Product diameter (mm)
5.20 Packed product weight (kg)
265.00 Packed product length (mm)
1230.00 Packed product height (mm)
265.00 Packed product width (mm)

  

 



General Identifiers 

Information 

QUAY Floor Lamp Ø21cm, Pine 

Nina Bruun Designer
Pine Colour
2 Colli Size

5706631193115 EAN
5706631193597 Master colli EAN
9405299090 Customs tariff

QUAY Floor Lamp Ø21cm, Pine Name English
Few things define the style and ambience of a room as the lamps you choose to
illuminate it with. 
Eva Solos series of lamps have been designed to take centre stage and bring light
and elegance to your favourite living spaces.

With their powder-coated and steely outside, their unique and iconic shapes and
their light and warm inside, the lamps create a modern and charismatic statement
where light, form and function come together in perfect trinity.

Quay is inspired by the dome – one of the world’s most iconic shapes, with an
architectural lineage as old as man himself. 

For Quay, Eva Solo used the shape of the dome to create a series of lamps that
naturally attract the eye and complement any room with their light, shape and
functionality.

Quay is a sculptural element on its own, whose natural beauty is only enhanced by
the company of its companions. 

Quay floor lamp comes with an elegant dome-shaped lampshade, a round and
elevated lamp base, a lamp rod, and a practical light switch. The adjustable lamp
shade makes the lamp extra versatile and functional for reading, for spot-light
effects, and floor- and object-lightning. It comes with a 2.5 m long textile cable and
can be used with a max 25W E27 light source. Made from powder-coated steel 

Description English

Steel Material English
Wipe with clean and dry cloth or hard wrung cloth from luke warm water. Avoid any
harsh detergents. Damaged cords must be replaced immediately by authorised
electrician. 

Cleaning and maintenance English

  

 



Dimensions 

6.29 Product weight (kg)
210.00 Product length (mm)
1210.00 Product height (mm)
210.00 Product width (mm)
210.00 Product diameter (mm)
5.20 Packed product weight (kg)
265.00 Packed product length (mm)
1230.00 Packed product height (mm)
265.00 Packed product width (mm)
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